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Introduction

The character of warfare has changed fundamentally over the last decade. 
In the past, it was essential for an adversary nation or insurgent to physically 
bring weapons to bear during combat. That requirement is no longer a 
necessity. In cyber operations, the only weapons that need to be used are 
bits and bytes. In this new era of warfare, logistics issues that often restrict 
and limit conventional warfare and weaponry are not impediments. This 
new weaponry moves at the speed of light, is available to every human on 
the planet and can be as surgical as a scalpel or as devastating as a nuclear 
bomb.  

Cyber attacks in various forms have become a global problem. Cyber 
weapons are low-cost, low-risk, highly effective and easily deployable 
globally. This new class of weapons is within reach of many countries, 
extremist or terrorist groups, non-state actors, and even individuals. Cyber 
crime organisations are developing cyber weapons effectively. The use of 
offensive Cyber operations by nation-states directly against another or by 
co-opting cyber criminals has blurred the line between spies and non-state 
malicious hackers. New entrants, both nation-states and non-state actors 
have unmatched espionage and surveillance capabilities with significant 
capabilities. They are often the forerunners for criminal financial gain, 
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destruction and disruption operations. Progressively, we see non-state 
actors including commercial entities, developing capabilities that were 
solely held by a handful of state actors.

The proliferation of cyber tools is lowering the barriers to entrance. The 
ability to buy capabilities off the shelf, bridge gaps in capabilities, or build 
tailored tools ensures the complex undercurrents of the current cyber threat 
landscape will remain to challenge national security, the commercial sector 
and civilians. The ability to buy cyber tools commercially permits state and 
non-state actors to leapfrog from emerging threats to established threats 
quickly. There are no clear redlines that set expectations and implications 
for using cyber weapons by state and non-state actors. This is a relatively 
new area of warfare, the rules of engagement are still emerging and unclear.

Among the most notorious private actors is the Russian Business Network, 
commonly known as RBN, which started as an Internet service provider 
for child pornography, phishing spam, and malware distribution. It has 
specialised in personal identity theft for resale. RBN provides scripts and 
executables to make cyber weapons undetectable by anti-virus software. 
Every time a cyber weapon is generated, it looks different to the anti-virus 
engines, and it goes through often undetected. The modularisation of the 
delivery platforms and malicious instruction is a growing design in cyber  
weapons. Cyber weapons of RBN are very popular and powerful. 

Intelligence Community and militaries worldwide have developed new 
tools for exploiting, subverting, degrading and destroying adversaries’ 
informational assets. This category of capabilities is loosely described 
as ‘cyber weapons’. Cyber weapons are throwing serious challenges for 
public and private sector. Crucial issues include the dual-use nature of 
cyber weapons, attribution of cyber actions, use of cyber weapons as a 
force multiplier for traditional military operations and unpredictability 
and potential for collateral damage.  

Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO) requires cyber weapons, people, 
planning, goals, command and control and rules of engagement. Cyber 
weapons provide offensive capabilities which can be used for offensive 
or defensive purposes. It has been noted by several scholars that “unlike 
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weapons of mass destruction, cyber weapons are an integral part of the 
commander’s arsenal in conducting force-on-force and asymmetric 
warfare and will be used in concert with kinetic weapons to soften up the 
adversary’s defences.” Therefore at the operational/tactical level, there is a 
need to coordinate between offensive cyber operations and information 
operations/activities.

Definition

There is no single definition of Cyber Weapons. In 2011, the U.S. 
Department of Defense acknowledged that “the interconnected nature 
of cyber space poses significant challenges for applying some of the legal 
frameworks developed for specific physical domains” and that “there is 
currently no international consensus regarding the definition of a ‘cyber 
weapon.”1

The Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms of the U.S. Department 
of Defense defined cyber weapons as “a weapon that is explicitly designed 
and primarily employed so as to incapacitate personnel or materiel, while 
minimizing fatalities, permanent injury to personnel, and undesired damage 
to property and the environment.”2 The Tallinn Manual characterises cyber 
weapons by their effects, not by how they are constructed or their means of 
operation. It is defined as, cyber weapons are cyber means of warfare that 
are used, designed, or intended to be used to cause injury to, or death of, 
persons or damage to, or destruction of, objects, that is, that result in the 
consequences required for  qualification of a cyber operation as an attack. 
Rid and McBurney define cyber weapons as «computer code that is used, 
or designed to be used, to threaten or cause physical, functional, or mental 
harm to structures, systems, or living beings. This definition respects the 
established understanding of a weapon as «an offensive capability that is 
applied, or that is intended or designed to be applied, to an adversary to 
cause death, injury or damage. 

A cyber weapon is a software-based IT tool that can affect damaging, 
destructive or degrading effects on the network system against which it is 
directed. Cyber weapons can be installed in hardware as well. Backdoors 
can be embedded in hardware and installed at any point in the supply 
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chain, from initial fabrication as commodity hardware to the process of 
shipping a finished system to an end-user. If the payload causes data 
exfiltration, we call this cyber exploitation. If the payload causes damage, 
destruction, degradation or denial, the use is called a cyber attack. 

To reach a definition of cyber weapon, it is necessary to focus on three 
essential elements:- 

•	 The Context.  This may be defined as a conflict among actors, 
both national and non-national, characterised by the use of 
technological information systems, to achieve, keep or defending 
a condition of strategic, operative and/or tactical advantage. 

•	 The Purpose. Causing  physical damage to equipment or people 
or sabotaging or damaging the information systems of a sensitive 
target of the attacked subject in a direct way.

•	 The Means/Tool. An attack through the use of technological 
information systems, including the Internet.

An analysis of the present weapons shows that cyber weapons:- 3   

•	 Can combine action at a distance, with close-quarters accuracy 
and efficiency, permitting a new class of attacks that are de-risked 
versus conventional means. 

•	 Arrange for the capability to strike rapidly, without warning across 
an entire network, propagating faster than investigators can react. 

•	 Have reversible effects and are limited in duration, allowing attacks 
to be used for signalling, to disrupt but not destroy infrastructure.

•	 Are most effective when they augment kinetic capabilities offering 
a new, wider-reaching and crucially deniable means of carrying 
out these activities. 

•	 Provide the ability to reach out and conduct influence operations 
faster and cheaper than would otherwise be possible to do without 
cyber space.
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Elements of Cyber Weapons

Typical elements of a cyber weapon are:-

•	 The aim must be specific.

•	 The information systems to be hit must be classified as a sensitive 
target.  

•	 The purpose should be to actively penetrate the target’s information 
systems with malicious ends. 

•	 The information systems of the initiator must be protected. 

•	 Tangible or significantly detectable damage must be caused.

The cyber weapon is the combination of three factors:-

•	 Vulnerability.   Vulnerabilities are properties inherent in the 
systems (hardware or software) that one seeks to hack. Weakness 
or flaw in hardware or software that can be taken advantage of by 
an attacker.

•	 Exploitation. Programs are written to take advantage of a 
vulnerability and cause a specific effect, such as gaining access to a 
system or shutting down a piece of hardware. 

•	 Propagation Method.  In this, an exploit is delivered to a target, 
such as through a phishing email.

Cyber weapons are written in computer code. They can infiltrate 
whole networks or infect individual computers. They rely on software 
vulnerabilities, poor cyber hygiene and people who inadvertently open 
attachments infected with malware. They can confuse the enemy, and 
shut down military attacks before they occur and baffle communication 
systems.  According to Eric Rosenbach, the Pentagon’s cyber czar during 
the Obama Administration, offensive cyber activity is a “painstaking work” 
that involves identifying a platform in another country, gaining access, 
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and then remaining undetected, often for years, inside the system. A lot 
of hard work is done beforehand to figure out what targets to hit and 
maintain access to them.

Cyber attacks often create cascade effects that were outside the original 
intentions of the attacker. Analysis of malicious code used in latest 
sophisticated cyber attacks and reverse-engineering have revealed four 
common characteristics that help provide a more precise and practical 
definition for a cyber weapon:- 4

•	 A stealth capability that allows undetected operation within the 
targeted system over an extended time period.

•	 A campaign that can combine various malicious programs for 
espionage, data theft or sabotage.

•	 An attacker with detailed knowledge of the workings of the 
targeted system.

•	 A special type of computer code to evade protective cyber security 
technology.

The question of using cyber weapons is contentious. When nation-states 
and other actors start to increase offensive cyber capabilities, there is 
always the possibility of escalation. Unexpected side effects may occur 
when releasing cyber weapons. Strategic uses of cyber weapons focus 
on longer-term, more overarching goals and are designed to affect the 
broader dynamics between potential adversaries both on and off the hot 
battlefield. Tactical uses of a cyber weapon focus on short-term, narrow 
goals — how to defeat the adversary in the next obstacle tomorrow. There 
is a need to coordinate between offensive cyber operations and information 
operations/activities at the operational level.

Components

A cyber weapon has two components: a penetration component and a 
payload component. 
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The Penetration Component. It is the mechanism through which the 
weapon gains access to the system to be attacked. Penetrations can occur 
using well-known vulnerabilities, including those for which patches have 
been released. The majority of attacks are accomplished in this way. Some 
use ‘zero-day’ vulnerabilities, which are vulnerabilities that are discovered 
and exploited before being disclosed to the vendor or otherwise being 
publicly disclosed. This can be accomplished by remote access, like sending 
an email with an infected attachment, by connecting to the target’s wi-
fi router or by compromising websites. It can be done by wireless code 
insertion transmitted over radio or radar frequencies. It can also be done 
by direct access, forming a direct connection to the target system through 
a USB drives.5 Some pieces of malware like Stuxnet use more than one 
propagation method to get to the target system.6

Counterfeit hardware, software and electronic components can be used as 
delivery vehicles. It permits the malicious payload to reach a specific target 
inside a computer, system or network. Vulnerabilities in software and 
computer system configurations offer entry to the payload. These security 
exposures allow for exploitation and compromise. It helps unauthorised 
remote access and control over the system.

Propagation methods are regularly adjusted to the nature of the target and 
the identified vulnerability. In the case of the SolarWinds supply-chain 
attack, the attackers got access to the source code of a popular network 
management system; via the software vendor’s update servers the infected 
software was distributed to the target.7 In the Stuxnet incidnce, the 
attackers first infected the private computer of a Natanz nuclear facility 
employee through phishing emails. They then made sure that the malware 
was carried onto the target system by the unsuspecting employee on a 
USB drive.8 

The Payload Component. It is the mechanism that achieves what a 
weapons is supposed to do, i.e. destroy data, interrupt communications, 
exfiltrate information, causing computer-controlled centrifuges to speed 
up as in Stuxnet and so on. If the payload causes data exfiltration, we 
call this cyber exploitation. If the payload causes damage, destruction, 
degradation or denial, the use is called a cyber attack. The exploit itself 
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consists of computer code specifically designed to take advantage of 
a vulnerability to enable the operation of other malware components, 
such as the payload or further propagation methods. Finally, the payload 
denotes computer code that is executed on the target system to achieve 
the attacker’s intended goal. The outcome of the payload depend on the 
technical skills and capabilities of the attacker, the nature of the target 
and the attacker’s intentions. They can vary from exfiltration of data for 
espionage purposes, to encryption, alteration or destruction of data, to 
alteration of the functioning of the attacked computer to cause secondary 
effects on systems or processes controlled by that computer. Finally, it can 
enable remote access to be controlled or directed over the Internet.

In the following image, the Lockheed Cyber Kill Chain model is shown, 
which applies to this concept of an attack escalation ladder: 

                       

Weaponisation  depends on the quality of intelligence gathered in other 
operations to identify and develop vulnerabilities, exploits, and propagation 
methods that would be the most promising.

  Source: https://www.sans.org/blog/leveraging-the-human-to-
break-the-cyber-kill-chain
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Characteristics of Cyber Weapons

Some of the unique features of cyber weapons and their operation in cyber 
space are:-

•	 It is difficult to distinguish between instruments used to gather 
intelligence and inflict damage. Usually, the same techniques are 
used to gain access to an adversary’s systems and networks for 
intelligence gathering and for causing harm.  Even if an adversary 
detects a penetration, cannot be sure of the penetrator’s intent.  It 
may misinterpret an attempted intelligence operation as an attack.

•	 OCO act on intangibles.  Information, knowledge and confidence 
through cyber operations can cause tangible effects. OCO are 
deceptive.  

•	 The efficiency of a cyber weapon is a vital function of the target’s 
characteristics. Even a small change in the target machine’s 
configuration, system or network can negate the effectiveness of a 
cyber weapon against it. For OCO, this extreme ‘target dependence’ 
requires that intelligence information on target characteristics 
must be precise, high-quality, high-volume, current and available 
at the time of the weapon’s use.

Source Nicola Bates, Comparing Cyber Weapons to Traditional 
Weapons Through the Lens of Business Strategy Frameworks, 

Information Security Group , Royal Holloway, University of London
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•	 A prerequisite for an attack’s success is interaction with the target 
in advance of an actual cyber attack. The attacker may have secretly 
installed a ‘back door’ that will grant the attacker access later for 
downloading a customised attack payload.  

•	 Military planning often entails drawing up lists of well-
known and understood targets—military stations, logistic 
installations including ammunition and fuel storage facilities, 
telecommunications facilities, etc. In comparison, many targets in 
cyberspace can appear and disappear from the internet with the 
flick of a switch.

•	 Cyber weapons can buy time for policymakers who are faced with 
the need for immediate action. 

•	 Designing a cyber weapon so that it can be used in a targeted 
manner is technically demanding.  With precise intelligence 
about the targets, it is possible to conduct cyber-attacks that are 
specifically targeted to achieve the desired effect and with minimal 
damage to entities that should remain unharmed. 

•	 Proliferation of cyber weapons. A cyber weapon, once used, may 
become available for others to examine, copy and reuse for their 
purposes. The Shadow Brokers revealing National Security Agency 
(NSA) hacking tools is an example of cyber weapon proliferation.

•	 Compared to a conventional military, the barrier to entry is very 
low. Encryption algorithms are readily available.  Attackers can 
purchase highly customisable Ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS) 
subscriptions for as low as $40 per month.

There is unpredictability and potential for collateral damage associated with 
their use. Due to the ever-changing innovations in enterprise architecture and 
network operations and IT interdependencies, predicting the precise effects of an 
attack are very difficult. As in other warfighting domains, an actor may have 
conducted intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations 
and mapped out vulnerabilities in an adversary’s cyber network.  However, 
unlike in the conventional realm, the targeted actor can flip a switch and 
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instantly change the target network or even unplug it altogether. 

The question of using cyber weapons is controversial. When the nation-
states and other actors start to use offensive cyber capabilities, there is 
always the possibility of escalation. Unexpected side effects may occur 
when releasing cyber weapons. Reasons for possessing cyber weapons are:-

•	 If a state wants to be a credible power, one must have offensive 
capabilities.  One cannot have a credible cyber defence without 
offensive abilities. 

•	 Offensive capabilities represent the key component of deterrence. 
The ability to act offensively gives a strong preventive message to 
the adversaries, provided they understand and believe it. 

•	 Without offensive cyber abilities, no country can build an 
effective and credible cyber defence. By aggressive thinking, 
one can understand how the attacker acts and find all possible 
vulnerabilities in their defence. It helps to test the current defence 
and training one’s forces.

•	 In contemporary warfare, agility and the concept of operations for 
smart defence are essential for most countries. One has to be an 
active defender and snatch the initiative when it is needed. Passive 
defence alone will not work.

•	 One cannot defend with kinetic weaponry against a non-kinetic 
attack.

Comparisons of Cyber and Conventional Weapons  

Cyber weapons have some unique features, like the ability to cause 
damage falling short of triggering kinetic retaliation amongst nation-
states to make them desirable. There is the probability for damage done to 
be reversed, a degree of plausible deniability and an ability to amplify the 
effects of other traditional capabilities.

These properties show that cyber weapons can offer a particular form 
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of conflict. Madeline Carr in her book on US Power and the Internet, 
notes, ‘Whilst a material view of power and technology may have been 
useful in understanding the dynamics at work in conventional conflicts 
and the nuclear age, IT lends itself to unconventional conflict characterised 
by anonymity, geographical dislocation, asymmetry, previously less significant 
actors on par with states and the interdependence of industrialised states in a 
vulnerable global network.9   

Kinetic weapons typically generate access and effect by force almost 
instantaneously. Cyber weapons generally separate access and effect into two 
distinct actions. Often cyber access is developed weeks or months in 
advance of the intended effect. Cyber weapons require pre-positioning, 
significant tailoring and/ or bundling with a target-specific access creating 
capability.

Kinetic weapons produce irreversible physical effects, while cyber weapons can 
produce completely reversible results. It is problematic to reverse-engineer and 
reuse kinetic weapons since they are usually damaged beyond reuse. Cyber 
weapons can also create permanent damage, as was the case of Stuxnet. 
When a denial-of-service attack stops, the target systems return to normal 
condition. Encryption used in Ransomware is reversible given the correct 
decryption key. Ransomware relies on reversibility to be effective. There 
is a chance that the cyber weapon will be copied intact and studied by an 
adversary, even if the capture itself is after the attack and used by them.10

In conventional war, weapons platforms can be kept at a distance from 
their target and protected from harm. Ammunition from kinetic weapons 
is expendable.  Once expended, it is difficult or pointless to reconstruct 
and replay. The number of kinetic payloads delivered in an area can be 
increased. However, there is a correlation between payload mass, velocity 
and kinetic effect. A single cyber weapon could be used against one or 
many targets simply by coding the weapons effects, thus enabling inherent 
and impressively responsive scalability. 

There is a lot of experience in the development, analysis and use of kinetic 
weapons. Most have evolved slowly over decades or centuries of refinement 
and application. No such structure exists for cyber weapons. Armed forces 
have extensive experience in training and employing kinetic weapons. 
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Cyber weapons do not have the same amount of experience. Hesitance 
and uncertainty about integrating cyber as a strategic weapon will remain. 

Use of force is the last choice for modern conflicts. The intent behind the 
use of kinetic weapons is unambiguous. However, cyber weapons can convey 
ambiguous messaging. Cyber weapons can be mainly effective when 
employed below the level of armed conflict.11 Continuous global grey zone 
conflict in cyber domain is likely to occur in the foreseeable future.

Kinetic weapons are not employed outside of armed conflict. In June 
2019, U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) carried out cyber attacks 
against Iran in response to Iranian aggression.12 The cyber option was 
executed because the U.S. decided not to exercise kinetic options. This 
incidence shows that cyber was a less escalatory, non-kinetic option.  

Today’s military leaders have great confidence in kinetic weapons because 
of experience and training.  Cyber weapons bring mixed confidence in the 
effects and effectiveness of the weapons. Cyber has recently emerged as a 
complete instrument of power. 

In 2018, the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force on Cyber as a 
Strategic Capability determined that the Department of Defence (DOD) 
“must move beyond tactical applications for cyber and realise cyber as a 
strategic capability.”13

Table. Differences Between Kinetic and Cyber Weapons

Weapon

Kinetic Weapons Cyber Weapons
Generate access Leverage access
Difficult to reverse-engi-
neer and repurpose

Use may result in others 
adopting it too

Permanent effect Potentially reversible effects

Local effect Possible global effect

Consistent effect Variable effect

Scale with volume Scale with use

Fixed effect Tailorable effect
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Unique Characteristics of Cyber Weapons 14

Cyber warfare involves many unique characteristics that do not apply 
to conventional war. These include attribution, target and weapon 
unpredictability, the potential for significant collateral damage or unintended 
consequences, multi-use nature of the associated technologies, attractiveness to 
weaker powers and non-state actors as an asymmetric weapon, the use of covert 
programs for development and the use as a force multiplier for conventional 
military operation, and finally, questionable deterrence value.15

Challenge of Attribution. It is very difficult to conclusively determine 
an attacker’s origin, identity, and intent if the actor wishes to remain 
anonymous.  Defenders usually lack the tools needed to trace an attack 
back to the actual attacker reliably. 

Multi-use nature of Internet Technologies.  Cyber IT systems are 
multi-use. They may have defence and civilian applications.  Many IT and 

Fixed effect Tailorable effect
Predictable effect and ef-
fectiveness

Sensitive  to environmental 
changes

High barriers for entry Low barriers for entry

Targeting

One weapon, one target One weapon, many targets
Minimal geographic 
prepositioning

Can be significant preposi-
tioning (system-specific)

Positive control Opportunistic

Coarse targeting Surgical targeting

Policy and 
Practice

Significant experience Little experience

Unambiguous intent Potentially ambiguous intent
Limited value below level 
of armed conflict Useful in all levels

Overtly attributable Tailorable attribution

Confident Mixed confidence
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hardware and software components used for cyber warfare are ubiquitous, 
commercial, off-the-shelf technologies with many peaceful applications. 

Unpredictability and Potential for Collateral Damage. Predicting the 
precise effects of an attack is very difficult because of the ever-changing 
innovations in enterprise architecture and network operations and IT 
interdependencies. 

Questionable Deterrent Value. The unreliable effects of cyber weapons, 
availability of defences and the need for secrecy and surprise reduce their 
ability to serve as a strategic deterrent. While cyber weapons can inflict 
unacceptable damage against an adversary, they are possibly unable to 
offer states an assured capability for doing so.

Importance of Secrecy and Surprise.  To develop cyber weapons, covert 
programs are used. Due to the sensitivities of cyber weapons, their 
development and availability are not acknowledged or demonstrated. 
The potential emergence of revolutionary technology like a quantum 
computer would render all forms of encryption obsolete. The first nation 
to develop and field a full-blown quantum computer could completely 
dominate cyber space for a period of time. Smaller technological advances 
could also have a dramatic effect on the balance of power in cyber space.  

Asymmetric Weapon.  Weaker powers and non-state actors find cyber 
weapons attractive as asymmetric weapons. Cyber weapons are attractive 
to relatively weaker actors (state and non-state) due to their low cost 
compared to other weapons. 

Force Multiplication. Cyber weapons are well-matched for attacks on 
logistical networks, reinforcements, and command and control facilities 
to induce operational paralysis, reducing the enemy’s ability to move and 
coordinate forces in the theatre. Cyber weapons can provide an attacker 
with the capability of seizing valuable natural resources or industrial 
facilities without risking their destruction.

Volatility. With physical attacks, it is possible to predict its effects on the 
ground. With cyber weapons, it may be difficult or impossible to predict 
the weapon’s effect or to determine the impact after the event. 
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Offence Dominance.  Within the cyber domain, the offence has the 
upper hand. The perception that cyber is offence-dominant has led to 
nation-states building up cyber capability in a race for dominance.

Under Theorisation.  Ben Buchanan in his 2020 book ‘The Hacker 
and the State’ states that cyber capabilities are non-intuitive and not as 
dependable, fungible, or retargetable as traditional arms. Finding that 
while most policymakers and scholars understand what nuclear weapons 
and tanks can do, the possibilities, pitfalls, and processes of hacking 
missions are comparatively opaque.

Cost.  Cyber weapons cost more in research and development. However, 
simple tools like the $25.95 off-the-shelf software used by Iraq in 2009 
to capture video feeds from U.S. drones can cost just a few dollars.  At the 
same time, zero-day vulnerabilities for an iPhone can cost over $2 million. 
The cost of cyber weapons would include purchasing vulnerabilities, 
the cost of training and paying the code developers. Cyber weapons are 
probably getting cheaper due to:- 

•	 Labour gets more efficient as attackers spend less time 
experimenting, leading to fewer mistakes in code. 

•	 Malware development gets standardised by developers in exploit 
tool kits, leading to an increase in efficiency. 

•	 Building upon and reusing existing tools and code allows more 
efficient cyber weapon production - even actors with limited 
resources can download open-source tools. 

•	 Shared experiences of vulnerabilities, exploits and propagation 
techniques allow others peoples ‘lessons learned to be shared.

Life Expectancy of Weapons.  Cyber weapons have a finite life, after 
which they will not work. A zero-day exploit for the Windows Operating 
System will eventually be found and patched, or newer versions released, 
making it useless except in old, unpatched versions. The investment in 
cyber  weapons can be millions of dollars, and they can become ineffective. 
The average life expectancy of zero-day exploits and their underlying 
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vulnerabilities is around 6.9 years.

Intrusion and Attack may look the Same.  Techniques used to gather 
intelligence and those techniques used to inflict damage used by cyber  
weapons are hard to distinguish in real life. If malware is detected on 
the network, systems administrators cannot be sure of the infiltrator’s 
intent and may misperceive an intelligence operation as an attack. The 
intent of an intrusion would only be known for sure when the attack has 
commenced.

Vulnerabilities Equities Process. Countries seeking to use an exploit 
against an enemy leave themselves open to the same exploit being used 
against them. The ‘Vulnerabilities Equities Process’ determines if software 
vulnerabilities should be disclosed or not. If the government retains 
vulnerabilities they will go to their cyber arsenal for use in a cyber attack. 
Disclosures are released to the vendors of the software to patch and pass 
on to the public. These patches close the vulnerability, preventing the 
weapon from being used against the vendor’s systems worldwide.

Legal Aspects

Cyber weapon performs actions that would, in normal circumstances, 
require a spy or a soldier to do. It would be considered either illegal or an 
act of war if performed by a human agent of the sponsor during peacetime. 
International laws and agreements are applicable for conventional wars. 
Cyber warfare has blurred the line between nation-states and non-state 
actors and even between traditional notions of sovereignty and loyalty. The 
laws of war are a set of international rules and conventions that limit the 
belligerent’s actions in a war or conflict. A group of United Nations experts 
in 2013 reached a consensus that existing international law applies in the 
cyber domain.16    

The U.S. has always insisted that the Law of Armed Conflict applies to 
the cyber domain.  The U.S. DoD Law of War Manual explicitly allows 
offensive operations in cyber space for damaging or destructive purposes 
as long as they are conducted in accordance with the laws of war.17  The 
U.S. DOD Law of Armed Conflict outlines three examples where cyber 
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weapons could be employed to achieve mass casualties. Specifically, these 
cyber operations are:- 

•	 Initiate a nuclear plant meltdown.

•	 Open sluise gates of a dam above a populated area, causing 
destruction.

•	 Disable air traffic control services, resulting in aeroplane crashes.  

However, other states like Russia  and China have queried if the Law 
of Armed Conflict are adequate, and argue for the development of new, 
cyber-specific legislation.

To try and bring some international consensus to the cyber domain, the 
2013 ‘Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare’ 
was written.18 In 2017, the second edition, ‘Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the 
International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations’, was published. 
In this new edition, there is a scenario where a cyberattack is used to 
acquire the credentials, with the intent of threatening to conduct cyber 
operations against the system in a manner that will cause significant 
damage or death.19   It is not a legally binding document. But this new 
second edition reflects the level of physical destruction cyber attacks can 
achieve and their growing scope.20 

In cyber operations, rules of engagement are not clear. Policies and 
laws governing the use of cyber weapons are still under development. 
However, cyber space also exists in real space with its essential physical 
components such as computers, networking equipments, storage devices 
and human users. As such, activities and users are partly subject to the 
standard controls of the territorial state - legislature, courts and police 
forces.21

Use of Cyber Weapons

Use of cyber weapons on targets during a conflict or in peacetime can have 
disastrous consequences. However, there is a growing tendency of their 
use on the battlefield or in peacetime. U.S. has publicly acknowledged 
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using cyber weapons in its fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria 
(ISIS). In February 2016. Secretary of Defense Ash Carter said that the 
U.S. Cyber Command is conducting offensive cyber operations to cause 
ISIS to “lose confidence in their networks, to overload their networks so 
that they can’t function, and do all of these things that will interrupt their 
ability to command and control forces.” 

No loss of life has been repored directly linked to cyber attacks till date.  
There is no international agreement on how cyber weapons should be 
regulated. There is an increasing temptation for nations to view cyber 
weapons as a form of warfare favouring or even replacing traditional 
negotiations that can be prolonged or frustrating. The danger is, the next 
generation of cyber weapons will increasingly target and destroy physical 
equipment in industrial and military facilities. Human casualties will not be 
too far.22

In today’s interconnected world, there is a danger of cyber weapons spilling 
into the open. Such spillage and a black market for malware create new 
risk vectors. In 2017, the National Security Agency of U.S.  lost control 
of a cyber weapon known as EternalBlue. It was leaked online by a group 
known as the ‘Shadow Brokers’. As states spy on each other, the malware 
used by them can be repurposed to attack commercial interests, support 
authoritarian domestic spying campaigns and compromise individual 
privacy. 

Stuxnet

‘Stuxnet’ was the first example of a cyber weapon being used independently 
to cause physical damage. It showed the strategic utility of cyber weapons 
to disrupt, deny and deceive an adversary’s strategic intentions. Stuxnet 
targeted the industrial information systems developed by the German 
company Siemens which the Iranian government used in some of its 
uranium-enrichment plants. The Belarusian Company VirusBlokAda 
detected Stuxnet. There is no official declaration of the Stuxnet worm 
being a result of any specific country.  Analysis of the code of the Stuxnet 
indicated that the level of complexity required for this type of weapon 
could only originate from the global superpower in cyber space. NSA of 
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the U.S. has the capabilities to develop that advanced code to enable a 
weapon as complex as Stuxnet. Unit 8200 of Israel, have also been named 
for the Stuxnet attack.  It is widely accepted that this was a joint program 
of U.S. and Israel cyber operators.

Stuxnet was installed on internal systems within the nuclear facility most 
likely by the contacts that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) had 
in Iran. They were provided with a USB device that contained the early 
version of Stuxnet.  The malware went deep into the core of the Natanz 
network and found its target: the PLC controllers.  PLC controllers 
control critical functions within the centrifuges that are used for enriching 
uranium. Stuxnet degraded the facility’s ability to further enrich uranium, 
as the specific speed required for that precise process was impacted.

Source: https://spectrum.ieee.org/the-real-story-of-stuxnet

Stuxnet is a sophisticated cyber weapon that relied on several zero-day 
vulnerabilities to penetrate systems not connected to the Internet.  It had 
to function autonomously after injection. The makers of stuxnet had very 
precise knowledge of the target environment. It also manipulated output 
displays to deceive the plant’s operators into believing that the centrifuge 
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complex was operating correctly.23 

Although stuxnet damaged the Iranian nuclear program, the attack’s overall 
effect was not impressive. Iran replaced all of its damaged centrifuges and 
has resumed enriching uranium. This shows that cyber weapons are not the 
‘silver bullet’ replacement for more-traditional military instruments.  It was 
not able to coerce the Iranian regime into abandoning  their program. 

Different variants of the Stuxnet were found in different organisations 
across the globe For the next seven years. ‘Duqu’, a separate but closely 
technically-related version of Stuxnet, was discovered in 2011. Another 
closely tied technical variant of Stuxnet,  Flame, was discovered in 2012. In 
2017, Triton, yet another variant of Stuxnet’s original tooling, was found 
lurking in in petrochemical plants that used Siemens S7 PLC controllers. 
The  variants of stuxnet were not exclusive to the US or its allies.

Shamoon

Iran retaliated for Stuxnet by attacking the Saudi Aramco oil company 
with a cyber weapon, named ‘Shamoon’. It hit without warning and 
within hours had taken over the network and erased the disks of infected 
computers.  The malware was apparently installed by an insider in the 
corporate network and not in a separate, disconnected net that ran the 
oil production machinery. Shamoon spread via shared network drives. It 
limited its spread to within the targeted corporation.

There has been other instances of cyber weapons being used  like  North 
Korea’s ‘Sony’ attack or Russia’s attack multiple sites in the power grid in 
Ukraine etc. These are not discussed here.

Examples of some of the attacks by cyber weapons are given below:-
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Approx 
date  Target Source Motivation Actions

April 2007 Estonia Not attributed, 
widely thought 
to be hackers 
operating from 
Russia

In retribution for 
Estonia’s decision to 
relocate a Soviet-
era war memorial 
(and perhaps more 
controversially, but 
significantly less 
reported, the bodies 
of soldiers from the 
Red Army30) from 
central Tallinn to a 
war graves cemetery 
outside the city.

Series of attacks by 
patriotic hacktiv-
ists, sustained 
over three weeks; 
multiple DDoS 
attacks against 
Estonian utilities, 
telecommunications 
and government 
facilities

August 
2008

Georgia Not attributed, 
but thought to 
be the   work of 
Russian Business 
Network and the 
South Ossetia 
Hack Crew

In support of 
Russia’s military 
incursion into South 
Ossetia.

Attacks on 38 sites, 
mostly Georgian 
and embassies of 
the US and the 
UK; DDoS, site 
defacements, traffic 
re-routing

June 2009 
– July2010; 
discovered 
June 2010

Iran Not attributed, 
but thought to 
be a joint opera-
tion between the 
US and Israel

To derail / delay 
Iran’s nuclear pro-
gramme.

Delivered Stuxnet, 
caused physical 
damage to uranium 
refining opera-
tions at the Natanz 
nuclear facility. 

Iran was later the 
target of ‘Flame’, a 
very large mal-
ware discovered 
in June 2012 but 
later found to be 
operational since at 
least 2010.

2014 – 
current; 
December 
2016

Ukraine Not attributed, 
but thought to 
the work of Cy-
ber Berkut and 
Sandworm Team 
pro-Russian 
hacktivists

In support of 
Russia’s claim on 
Crimea, invasion of 
March 2014.

DDoS attacks 
against NATO, 
Government of 
Poland and the 
Ukraine Govern-
ment; attacks on 
Ukraine’s power 
grid disrupted 
electricity supplies 
to at least 100,000 
people
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The Shadow Brokers

Emergence of ‘The Shadow Brokers’ provided a new dimension to cyber  
weapons. The Shadow Brokers, on August 13, 2016, posted a Pastebin 
notice that stated that they had procured, via unknown means, access to 
specific tools that came from the Equation Group. The Equation Group is 
known to be part of the elite Tailored Access Operations team of the NSA 
and is thought to be directly responsible for the design and deployment 
of Stuxnet.

This Pastebin notice started with the a text, “Equation Group Cyber 

Approx 
date  Target Source Motivation Actions

6 Septem-
ber 2007

Syria Israel As part of the 
ongoing Israel-Syria 
conflict.

‘Operation Orchard’ 
hijacked Syrian air-
space control imag-
ery; provided cover 
for an airborne 
attack and destruc-
tion of a nuclear 
power facility under 
construction in the 
Dayral-Zawr region

2010 Af-
ghani-
stan

US As part of ongoing 
US-led campaign in 
Afghanistan.

Expeditionary 
cyber-support unit 
deployed as part of 
combat operations

April 2013 US Claimed by the 
Syrian Elec-
tronic Army

To discredit the 
‘western’ media.

Used fake Twitter 
account to errone-
ously report ‘two 
explosions in the 
White House and 
Barack Obama is 
injured’; Dow Jones 
Stock Exchange 
dropped 70 points, 
but quickly recov-
ered when the news 
was proven false.

Source: Carr (2011); Green (2015); Solis (2014); UK MoD (2016); 
Dannanberg (2016); Zetter (2016))
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Chase Weapons Auction – Invitation!!! Attention government sponsors 
of cyber  warfare and those who profit from it !!!! How much you pay for 
enemies cyber weapons? Not malware you find in networks. Both sides, 
RAT+ LP, full state sponsor tool set? We find cyber weapons made by 
creators of stuxnet, duqu, flame. Kaspersky calls Equation Group. We 
follow Equation Group traffic. We find Equation Group source range. 
We hack Equation Group. We find many many Equation Group cyber 
weapons. You see pictures. We give you some Equation Group files free, 
you see. This is good proof no? You enjoy!!! You break many things. You 
find many intrusions. You write many words. But not all, we are auction 
the best files.”

The posting follows up with, “The Pastebin continues with instructions for 
obtaining the password to the encrypted auction file. Auction Instructions:

We auction best files to highest bidder. Auction files better than stuxnet. 
Auction files  better than free files we already give you. The party which 
sends most bitcoins to address: 19BY2XCgb De6WtTVb TyzM9e 
R3LYr6VitWK before bidding stops is winner, we tell how to decrypt. 
Very important!!! When you send bitcoin you add additional output 
to transaction. You add OP_Return output. In Op_Return output you 
put your (bidder) contact info. We suggest use bit message or I2P-bote 
email address. No other information will be disclosed by us publicly. Do 
not believe unsigned messages. We will contact winner with decryption 
instructions. Winner can do with files as they please, we not release files 
to public.”

The Shadow Brokers, following that posting on Pastebin in October 2017, 
would again post that they had access to specific NSA-level tools built 
or used by the Equation Group. The most important leak by the Shadow 
Brokers emanated in April of 2017 when they posted a tweet linked to 
their @Shadowbrokers account. It gve out the links to codeword exploits. 
The most potent of these was ‘EternalBlue’. Over 200,000 machines were 
infected within the first two weeks of its posting online. In the ‘NotPetya’  
and ‘WannaCry’ Ransomware attacks that followed, leftovers of the 
EternalBlue exploit appeared, Millions of machines were affected and 
billions of dollars of loss would be incurred by organisations all over the 
world.
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Specific motivations behind the Shadow Brokers are not known.  Till date, 
there has been no owner of the Shadow Broker leaks. Edward Snowden 
stated on his Twitter feed that “circumstantial evidence and conventional 
wisdom indicates Russian responsibility”. It was not validated. Irrespective 
of who the Shadow Brokers were - Russian moles,  nation-state hackers, 
disgruntled employees or political activists - it is a fact that it was the 
equivalent of tactical cyber weapons being offered freely to everybody 
inteested on the planet.

Recent Attacks

The recent attacks by cyber criminals on ‘SolarWinds’ and attack on 
Microsoft exchange show new progress to cyber weapons that have 
national security implications.

SolarWinds

SolarWinds, a major US information technology firm,  was subjected to 
a cyber attack that spread to its clients and went undetected for months. 
FireEye, an elite cyber security firm, announced On December 13, 2020, 
the discovery of a highly sophisticated cyber intrusion that leveraged a 
commercial software application made by SolarWinds. The advanced 
persistent threat (APT) actors infiltrated the supply chain of SolarWinds, 
inserting a backdoor into the product. As customers downloaded the 
Trojan Horse installation packages from SolarWinds, attackers could 
access the systems running the SolarWinds products.

This cyber attack was exceptionally complex and continues to evolve. The 
professional competence displayed by the attackers was nonpareil.24  The 
hackers also found their way into the Cyber Security and Infrastructure 
Security Agency, or CISA , whose job is to protect federal computer 
networks from cyber attacks as part of the office at the Department of 
Homeland Security . Microsoft Corp President Brad Smith said, “It is 
the largest and most sophisticated attack the world has ever seen. I think 
from a software engineering perspective, it’s probably fair to say that this 
is the largest and most sophisticated attack the world has ever seen. When 
we analyzed everything that we saw at Microsoft, we asked ourselves how 
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many engineers have probably worked on these attacks. And the answer 
we came to was, well, certainly more than 1,000.”25

U.S. agencies  including parts of the Pentagon, the State Department, 
the Department of Homeland Security, the National Nuclear Security 
Administration, the Department of Energy and the Treasury  were 
attacked. So were private companies like Microsoft, Intel, Cisco and 
Deloitte, and other organisations like the California Department of State 
Hospitals and Kent State University.26 The attack was done so stealthily 
that it went undetected for months. Security experts feel that some victims 
may never know if they were hacked or not.

Federal investigators and cyber security experts of U.S. believe that SVR, 
known as Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service, is probably responsible 
for the attack. Russia has denied any connection with the breach. Former 
President Donald Trump had suggested, without evidence, that Chinese 
hackers may be the culprits.

The breach came as a wake-up call for federal cyber security efforts. The 
National Security Agency and the military’s U.S. Cyber Command were 
also caught flat-footed. They received billions of dollars in funding to 
protect American networks and was “blindsided” by the attack. Instead, 
FireEye, a private cyber security firm, was the first to notice the breach 
when it saw that its own systems were hacked.

In normal course, NSA’s cyber operators sit in foreign networks looking 
for signs of cyber attacks before they happen. Critics said NSA should 
have seen the SVR, preparing for this attack. The SVR has a good 
understanding of what the NSA is looking for. SVR could make the 
transition from wherever they were operating into the U.S. networks. The 
hackers didn’t do anything elaborate to give them the domestic footprint. 
They only rented servers from Amazon and GoDaddy.27

Attack on Microsoft Exchange Server

As the attack on SolarWinds were being revealed, another major hack hit 
the Microsoft Exchange Server. Like SolarWinds, it also impacted the 
federal government. On March 2, 2021, Microsoft reported that at least 
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30,000 customers were affected by a cyber attack that allowed outsiders to 
access the firm’s email and calendar service through a software loophole 
previously unknown to the company.28 Microsoft  concluded  that the 
attacks were originated from China and appeared to be state-sponsored.29 
Microsoft identified the group behind the hack as a relatively unknown 
Chinese espionage network dubbed Hafnium.

Microsoft disclosed that Chinese nation-state actors exploited four 
vulnerabilities in its on-premises email server software. Patches were 
released. Though attacks were initially thought to be limited, it was not so. 
An emergency directive was issued shortly after from the Cyber Security 
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), warning all government 
civilian departments and agencies to update immediately. 

On July 19, 2021, the U.S. justice department charged four Chinese 
nationals with hacking.  U.S. accused Beijing of extortion and threatening 
national security. The secretary of state, Antony Blinken, accused China of 
being responsible and said it was part of a “pattern of irresponsible, 
disruptive and destabilising behaviour in cyber space, which poses a major 
threat to our economic and national security. Ministry of State Security 
(MSS) has fostered an ecosystem of criminal contract hackers who carry 
out both state-sponsored activities and cyber crime for their financial gain. 
As evidenced by the indictment of three MSS officers and one of their 
contract hackers unsealed by the Department of Justice today, the United 
States will impose consequences on [Chinese] malicious cyber actors for 
their irresponsible behaviour in cyber space.”30 The U.S. administration 
and its allied nations disclosed a range of other cyber threats from Beijing. 
It included Ransomware attacks from government-sponsored hackers that 
have targeted companies with demands for millions of dollars. The MSS 
of China has been using criminal contract hackers, who have engaged in 
cyber  extortion schemes and theft for their own profit.

The E.U. and Britain also pointed the finger at China. The E.U. said 
malicious cyber activities with significant effects that targeted government 
institutions, political organisations and critical industries in the bloc’s 
27 member states could be linked to Chinese hacking groups. E.U. 
foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said the hacking was “conducted from 
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the territory of China for the purpose of intellectual property theft and 
espionage.” U.K. Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab said that the Microsoft 
Exchange cyber attack “by Chinese state-backed groups was a reckless but 
familiar pattern of behaviour.” 

China was quick to react. The next day, on July 20, 2021, China’s foreign 
ministry spokesperson, Zhao Lijian, hit back at the US-led allegations, 
calling the campaign purely a smear and suppression with political motives. 
He accused the CIA of conducting cyber attacks on China’s aerospace 
research facilities, oil industry, internet companies and government 
agencies over 11 years. He said, “China once again strongly demands that 
the United States and its allies stop cyber theft and attacks against China, 
stop throwing mud at China on cyber security issues and withdraw the 
so-called prosecution.” Zhao stated that the U.S. launches the largest 
number of cyber attacks worldwide each year, citing a 2020  reportof 
Chinese internet security firm ‘360’ that supposedly found the CIA as the 
culprit behind the hackings of vital Chinese companies and government 
institutions for more than a decade.31 

Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of malware which is used to deny access to IT 
systems or data. After the initial infection, the Ransomware attempts to 
spread to shared storage drives and other accessible systems. The hackers 
demand payment, from victims to regain access to an infected device and 
its stored data often via Bitcoin or prepaid credit card. If the Ransomware 
criminals’ demands are not met, the system or encrypted data remains 
unavailable. The data may be deleted or released publicly. The flourishing 
growth of Ransomware can be ascribed to the ease of deployment and 
a high return on investment. Criminal organisations are progressively 
relying on such attacks to generate profits.

Encryption has its limitations. As Ransomware relies on denying access, 
encryption cannot inflict costs if the victim doesn’t value what’s being 
encrypted or can easily replace the asset. A defender has an alternative way 
to get their data back after a Ransomware attack if it can adopt real-time, 
offline backups.  
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According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), attacks 
using Ransomware have at least doubled since 2017.  The criminal groups 
are targeting U.S. critical infrastructure. Risks from attacks on these 
critical systems and assets include national security, economic stability and 
public health and safety. Seeing the gravity of the situation, individuals 
representing more than 40 organisations in the public and private sectors 
collaborated to produce an 81-page report outlining recommendations 
for the U.S. government and private companies alike on how each can 
avoid and address Ransomware attacks. The list of technology companies 
that contributed to the report includes Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, 
McAfee, and FireEye. The coalition included,  from the public sector, 
experts representing the CISA, FBI, the National Governors Association 
and the U.S. Secret Service, among others.

The Ransomware task force estimated that payments to Ransomware 
cryptocurrency accounts reached $350 million in 2020, a 311 percent 
increase. Total losses, including downtime and remediation, are forecast 
to reach $20 billion this year. One analysis identified 304 million 
Ransomware attacks worldwide in 2020, a 62 percent increase from the 
previous year. Recorded Future, a security firm that tracks Ransomware 
attacks, estimated  that there were 65,000 successful Ransomware attacks 
last year, or one every eight minutes.

Recent Ransomware Cases

In 2017, the global WannaCry attack revealed the impact Ransomware 
could have on people’s everyday lives when National Health Service  
hospitals across the U.K. fell victim to the attack.  Appointments had to 
be cancelled, and people who came for treatment were sent back. About 
four years later, the problem of Ransomware has got worse. In a speech 
on March 31, 2121, Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas 
described Ransomware as a threat to national security.

In October 2020, U.S. Department of Justice announced that six Russian 
individuals were indicted for NotPetya Ransomware causing nearly $1 
billion in losses to the three known victims identified in the indictment. 
NotPetya, was a type of malware that exploited existing vulnerabilities in 
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computer software or networks.  It encrypted files and allowed attackers 
to gain privileged making the infected Windows computers unusable. In 
December 2020, U.S. federal law enforcement received several reports 
of Ransomware attacks against K-12 educational institutions. Malicious 
cyber  actors targeted school computer systems, slowing access and, in 
some cases, rendering the systems inaccessible for essential functions, 
including distance learning.

In January 2021, U.S. Department of Justice announced a coordinated 
international law enforcement action to interrupt a sophisticated form of 
Ransomware known as NetWalker. In February 2021, the Department 
of Justice announced that three North Korean individuals were indicted 
for creating the destructive WannaCry Ransomware and the extortion 
and attempted extortion of victim companies from 2017 through 2020. In 
May, 2021, one of the largest healthcare providers in the U.S., Universal 
Health Services, was affected by a Ryuk Ransomware attack that left 
hospitals nationwide unable to access critical systems for weeks during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. In June 2021, the White House announced 
that the world’s largest meat processing company, JBS, had been targeted 
with Ransomware affecting the company’s operations. The company paid 
$11 million in ransom.32

On America’s independence day of fourth July this year, the ‘REvil’ 
Ransomware gang locked up the data of more than 1,000 businesses 
in an unprecedented supply-chain attack on the software firm Kaseya, 
demanding $70 million for the data’s release. REvil, a major Russian-
speaking Ransomware syndicate, is among Ransomware gangs that steal 
data from targets before activating the Ransomware. Active since April 
2019, the REvil provides Ransomware-as-a-service.  It develops the 
network-paralysing software and leases it to its affiliates who infect targets 
and earn the lion’s share of ransoms. In a recent report, the Palo Alto 
Networks cyber security firm stated that the average ransom payment to 
the group was about half a million dollars last year.33 

‘Colonial Pipeline’, a major conduit for fuel delivery for much of the East 
Coast, on May 8, 2021, announced that it was the victim of a Ransomware 
attack that led to a temporary disruption in the distribution of gasoline 
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and other petroleum products across most of the southeast U.S. It had 
temporarily shut down all pipeline operations as a precautionary measure. 
Joseph Blount, CEO of Colonial Pipeline Co. confirmed that he had 
authorised a ransom payment on May 7, just hours after the cyber attack. 
Colonial paid a ransom of 75 bitcoin, then valued at USD 4.4 million. A 
week after the attack, once Colonial paid a ransom of $4.4 million to get 
its systems back online, eighty per cent of gas stations in Washington, 
D.C., still had no fuel. 

On May 10, 2021, the FBI released a statement confirming that “the 
‘Darkside’ Ransomware is responsible for the compromise of the Colonial 
Pipeline networks.” Colonial’s payment wasn’t the largest ransom paid 
by a single organisation. Last year, the maker of the popular fitness 
tracker, Garmin,reportedly paid a record $10 million in ransom. The 
U.S. government recovered more than $2 million of cryptocurrency that 
Colonial Pipeline paid in ransom to the Russia-based hacker group 
DarkSide after authorities could locate the private key that unlocked a 
digital “wallet” holding the ransom payment34. The operation to get back 
cryptocurrency reflected a rare victory in the fight against Ransomware. 

Cyber Operations and Impact

Operation Severity Scale Duration Specific

NotPetya High: data  
destruction

Global. Affected  
organizations in  
Europe, the US and  
Asia (Maersk, Merck,  
Rosneft, Beiersdorf,  
DHL, and others) but  
also a concentration in 
Ukraine (banking,  
nuclear power plants,  
airports, metro  
services).

Short-term, 
with  
recovery 
spanning  
over months 
to a  
year.

No

WannaCry High: data  
destruction

Global, but primar-
ily in Russia, Ukraine, 
India and Taiwan. 
Operation affected                        
multinationals, critical               
infrastructureand govern-
ment.

Short-term, 
with  
recovery 
spanning  
over months 
to a  
year.

No
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Implications for National Security 

In recent times, Ransomware attacks have shut down or disrupted critical 
infrastructures. What was previously seen as a nuisance is fast becoming a  
significant risk to national security as cyber criminals target vital parts of 

Operation Severity Scale Duration Specific

Destover High: data  
destruction

Focused on Sony  
Pictures Entertainment  
(<7,600 employees), a  
subsidiary of Sony  
Corporation (131,700  
employees in 2015).

Short-term, 
with  
recovery in  
months.

Yes

Stuxnet
High:                  
destruction of 
centrifuges

Focused on Iran’s  
nuclear weapon  
development program.

<1 year Yes

Various  
offensive cyber  
operations  
against ISIS by  
US, Australia,  
UK

Varied: some  
data                    
destruction  
but also denial  
and                
manipulation  
effects

Focused on Islamic  
State. Unknown Yes
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the country’s infrastructure. A group of attackers intending to inflict havoc 
could quietly infect a series of critical systems and then simultaneously 
cripple many essential elements of infrastructure.35

Rep. Michael Waltz (R-Fla.), a member of the House Armed Services 
Committee, said, “At the end of the day, I don’t think the American people 
really make these legalistic distinctions between criminal and state-
sponsored attacks. An attack on our oil infrastructure or food supply is 
an attack, period, whether it’s from a saboteur planting a bomb, a plane 
dropping a bomb or a cyber attack.”36

Kevin Mandia, CEO of the cyber security firm ‘FireEye’ stated, “When 
you think about the conflict, you have air, land and sea and space and now 
cyber. But in cyber, the private sector is front and center. Any conflict 
in cyber space, whether motivated by a criminal element or motivated 
by geopolitical conditions, it’s going to involve both the government and 
the private sector. And that response, because it impacts both, you almost 
need a triage that both sides, both private and public sector, benefit from 
similar to the NTSB.” Mandia envisages a review board for significant 
incidents where intelligence is gathered and the nation finds a way to 
defend itself appropriately. Presently, the onus is on private companies to 
do all the investigations.37

Ben Buchanan states that the most significant difference between the 
cyber  domain and the other domains is the role of the private sector. He 
observes that governments do not have the levers in cyber space needed 
to solve cyber conflicts. Governments seek private sector cooperation and 
council in many circumstances, such as from Microsoft, Fire Eye and 
Crowd Strike. They have more subject matter expertise in this arena, have 
better access to data from private networks and users and are more agile. 
As 85 percent of critical infrastructure is in private hands, the private 
sector owners of this infrastructure are needed for things to get done. 

As part of the ongoing response, agencies across the U.S. government 
announced new resources and initiatives to protect American businesses 
and communities from Ransomware attacks. The U.S. DHS and the 
Department of Justice (DOJ), together with federal partners, have launched 
a new website to combat the threat of Ransomware. StopRansomware.
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gov establishes a one-stop hub for Ransomware resources for individuals, 
businesses and other organisations.38 Secretary of Homeland Security 
Alejandro N. Mayorkas said, “As Ransomware attacks continue to rise 
around the world, businesses and other organizations must prioritize their 
cyber security, Cyber criminals have targeted critical infrastructure, small 
businesses, hospitals, police departments, schools, and more. These attacks 
directly impact Americans’ daily lives and the security of our Nation. I 
urge every organization across our country to use this new resource to 
learn how to protect themselves from Ransomware and reduce their cyber 
security risk.”

Now Ransomware is treated mainly as a criminal problem. Soon it may 
become a geopolitical issue. The incentives built into Ransomware attacks 
will make it easier for smaller, poorer players to extract concessions from 
more powerful adversaries. Ransomware attacks are easier to execute than 
other forms of geopolitical coercion. Compared to conventional military 
operations, the barrier to entry is very low. Encryption algorithms are readily 
available. Attackers can purchase highly customisable Ransomware-as-a-
service (RaaS) subscriptions for as low as $40 per month. These practical 
benefits would seem quite attractive to an impoverished and isolated state 
or a non-state actor with few resources.

In the current conflict scenarios unfolding worldwide,  sooner than later, 
Ransomware is likely to appear as an additional tool in the toolbox of both 
state and non-state actors as they seek new ways to make gains without 
blatantly inviting retaliation. They have less to lose as they are less reliant 
on cyber space for everyday activity. It is highly probable that an adversary, 
a non-state actor, a terrorist organisation or a combination of these hire some 
Ransomware vendors to carry out attacks together with conventional operations 
or any major operations to create massive confusion.39

Cyber Weapon Market

Malicious code is available and can be traded and sold on the Dark Web 
by those with the resources to purchase it or in exchange for illicit products 
and services. Cyber weapons are cheap and widely available in the market 
at a price for nation-states and criminals and harmful actors. According 
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to a  study from the University of Maryland, American computers are 
attacked every thirty-nine seconds.40 Non-state developers of cyber 
weapons are engaged continuously in research and development, creating 
new exploits. It is easy to buy malware to support blatant cyber attacks. 
Traditional arms control methods are difficult to enforce as cyber weapons 
are not in the exclusive control of nation-states.

The global cyber weapon market was valued at $45.12 billion in 2018, 
with this estimated to be worth $65.13 billion by 2027. There is a rising 
demand for offensive cyber tools and systems. It is predicted to rise as 
much as 39 percent by 2027. This trend has led cyber experts to call it a 
‘cyber arms race’, which is expected to expand shortly. Finnish IT expert 
Mikko Hypponen stated that “we might very well be spending the next 
60 years in a cyber arms race.” The most advanced companies like BAE 
Systems, CISCO Systems or Israeli Aerospace Industries(IAI) in this 
field are mainly located in the United States, Israel and Europe.

It is difficult for a country with limited cyber resources and infrastructure to buy 
an off-the-shelf offensive capability from a private sector actor and effectively 
operationalise it with full-scale military operations. Actors attempting to 

Source: Cyber Weapons: The New ‘Arms Race’? September 3, 2019,                                    
https://finabel.org/cyber-weapons-the-new-arms-race/

https://finabel.org/cyber-weapons-the-new-arms-race/
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base their entire cyber arsenal on market-available tools and services 
would look more like sophisticated cyber criminals than powerful nation-
states. These countries would not be able to keep up with advanced players 
already possessing sophisticated internal capabilities. A more powerful 
state can easily acquire the same readily available off-the-shelf tool or 
service. While the novice has to rely solely on the ready-made tools, the 
expert can integrate it into existing capabilities to build a much more 
effective campaign. 

A real black market of computer vulnerabilities found in the most 
commonly used software which are not yet publicly known (the so-called 
‘zero-day’ or ‘0-day’) have emerged. The following table indicates the 
price range for every zero-day detected and put up for sale on this illegal 
market.41 

A range of cyber tools is available to the state and non-state threat actors. 
However, these actors likely will achieve varying degrees of success despite 
having access to comparable capabilities. One reason is their ability to  
operationalise cyber capabilities.  Advanced organisations would integrate 
a mix of technical, operational and other skills and develop processes to 
conduct cyber operations. Operational intent is another factor which spans 
a range from simple theft to complex operations calibrated to achieve 
precise and reliable disruptive effects.

Intent can range from profit collection to attack. To conduct a cyber attack 
that achieves reliable and repeatable impact on critical infrastructure or 
another target may require understanding how that target operates and 

ADOBE READER $5,000-$30,000
MAC OSX $20,000-$50.000
ANDROID $30,000-$60,000

FLASH OR JAVA BROWSER PLUG-INS $40,000-$100,000

MICROSOFT WORD $50,000-$100,000

WINDOWS $60,000-$120,000
FIREFOX OR SAFARI $60,000-$150,000
CHROME OR INTERNET EXPLORER $80.000-$200,000
IOS $100,000-$250,000
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countering defenders’ efforts to reconstitute. 

Organisational Maturity 42 

Based on increasing levels of organisational maturity, three categories of 
actors are identified: opportunistic, emerging and established. 

The Grand Cyber Arms Bazaar Framework

Established Actors. Organisations with the most advanced, accurate, and 
agile tools are considered established actors. They have extensive resources, 
including time and money, to achieve persistence and achieve global reach.  
Established actors use malware like ‘Zebocry’ to target diplomats, defence 
officials and ministry of foreign affairs staff to steal login credentials, 
keystrokes, communications, and sensitive files.43 When these tools are 
deployed in synchronisation with military efforts, the scale of impact is 
significantly broader.44 

Emerging Actors. Emerging actors include nation-states, criminal 
organisations and others who have defined processes, capabilities and 
a history of targeted operations. Their attempts are not consistently 

Source: Commodification of Cyber Capabilities: A Grand Cyber Arms 
Bazar, Public Private Analytic Excange Program, November,2019 available 
at: https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_

Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf

https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
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successful. Impacts are inconsistent.  They have no immediate restrike 
capabilities. Some of these actors are technologically less capable than the 
established actors. They  look to global powers such as China and Russia 
for concepts. These concepts and resources provided by established powers 
could lead a low-level actor to become an emerging threat.45  

Opportunistic Actors. Opportunistic actors are connected with low-
level cyber criminal activity. They continuously innovate to keep pace with 
current trends and avoid law enforcement intervention.46 Though often 
leveraging open source tools or existing code, some cyber criminals are 
now using more sophisticated tools and techniques developed and leaked 
by other actors.47

Another expert differentiated offensive cyber capabilities by three 
components:- 

•	 People. Operators, developers, system administrators, front office 
personnel, strategic and legal experts, etc.

•	 Exploits and tools. Their origination and usage

•	 Infrastructure. Degree of outsourcing of cyber infrastructure 

This is illustrated in the figure below:- 

Source: Commodification of Cyber Capabilities: A Grand Cyber Arms 
Bazar, Public Private Analytic Excange Program, November,2019 available 
at: https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_

Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf

https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
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Today, in another interesting development, former government, 
intelligence or military cyber experts offer their expertise for hire to nation-
states seeking to start cyber programs. The government of the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE) employed former U.S. government intelligence 
personnel working for Dark Matter to boost the government’s cyber  
abilities. Dark Matter, the contractors,  may have operated at a level close 
to top-tier national security agencies. It leap frogged the UAE’s cyber 
abilities quickly and significantly to achieve hard-to-obtain goals in cyber 
space previously. Now commercial firms are offering sophisticated cyber 
capabilities to foreign governments or customers for sale.  The unstable 
military regime may use it against an adversary or its own citizens.48 
FinFisher, a Germany based private company, developed a know-how that 
has been extensively used and exported. As per Citizen Lab, there have 
been 33 likely government users of FinFisher in 32 countries.” 49,50

Collection of countries using Zero days 

Source : https://www.wired.com/story/zero-day-hacking-map-countries/?bxid=5be9d4 
c53f92a4046 9e3 7a53&cndid=49798532&esrc=desktopInterstitial&source=EDT_
WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-

dev&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_040620&utm_medium= email&utm _so urce=nl&utm_
term=list2_p5
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About a hundred nations have cyber organisations of some kind, on 
the lines of U.S. Cyber Command. The funding, number and quality of 
human resources, organisation, technical capability, willingness to use the 
weapon, policy etc., may vary. Use of beyond the government resources 
are different for different countries. The U.S. tends to rely on private 
contracting companies. Russia has made use of criminal networks. China 
is linked to its  cyber militia.51

Cyber Weapon Usage 

Policymakers do not thoroughly understand the particular characteristics of cyber 
weapons and their possible use at the strategic level. Former NSA and CIA 
director Michael Hayden noted, “From their inception, cyber weapons 
have been viewed as ‘special weapons,’ not unlike nuclear devices of an 
earlier time. But these weapons are not well understood by the kind of 
people who get to sit in on meetings in the West Wing, and as of yet, 
there has not been a Herman Kahn [of ‘On Thermonuclear War’ fame] to 
explain it to them.” 52 

The ‘FireEye’ argues that proliferation is due to a rising industry of 
hackers-for-hire that develop zero-day tools and sell them to intelligence 
agencies worldwide. Rather than build, any nation with money can buy, 
relatively sophisticated hacking abilities. Kelli Vanderlee, the FireEye’s 
Intelligence Analysis group manager, says, “Since about 2017 the field 
has really diversified. We think that this is at least partially due to the 
role of vendors offering offensive cyber threat capabilities. The biggest 
barrier between an attacker and a zero-day is not skill, but cash.” FireEye 
specifically indicates companies like the NSO Group, Hacking Team 
and Gamma Group as the kind of contractors that have facilitated 
a new cadre of countries to buy their way into the zero-day hacking 
field. NSO Group’s zero-days have come up in the hands of espionage-
focused hacking groups associated with the UAE, like Stealth Falcon 
and FruityArmor. Some NSO-linked zero-days were also used by a 
group called ‘SandCat’, associated with Uzbekistan’s intelligence agency 
known as the SSS.53
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Notably absent from the list is Saudi Arabia. It  used a zero-day 
vulnerability in WhatsApp to hack the personal phone of Amazon CEO 
Jeff Bezos. Besides the eight NSA zero-day vulnerabilities leaked by the 
mysterious Shadow Brokers group and one revealed in the 2017 Vault 
7 Dump, the U.S.’ hacking tools are also conspicuously missing from 
the timeline. South Korea is absent too. One of South Korea’s hacker 
groups was recently tied to five zero-days used to target North Koreans. 
However,  that discovery came too late to be included in FireEye’s study.

A major characteristic of cyber weapons is that significantly impacts the logic 
of deterrence is the uncertainty regarding their effects. Due to the potential 
for IT network evolution and IT interdependencies, it is difficult to 
predict the precise impact of an attack. In cyber space, the targeted actor 
is capable of literally flipping a switch and instantly changing the network 
or even unplugging it all together. This factor is a destabilising force as it 
rewards immediate hostile action to prevent network modification if cyber 
reconnaissance-targeting intrusions are later detected. 

Network inter-dependencies are another dynamic contributing to the 
potential for the collateral damage that is characteristic of cyber weapons. 
Because the internet is made up of hundreds of millions of computers 
connected through an elaborate and organic interwoven network, and it 
is the backbone of much of the global economy, there is the potential for 
significant unintended and collateral impacts from cyber action. This inter-
connected nature of IT systems has led to real-world collateral damage. 
For example, the 2007 Israeli cyber attack on Syrian air defence systems 
as part of Operation Orchard was believed to have also damaged domestic 
Israeli cyber networks. Fear of this kind of cyber collateral damage has had 
a profound effect on military planning.54 As another example, in 2003, the 
United States was planning a massive cyber attack on Iraq in advance of 
any physical invasion – freezing bank accounts and crippling government 
systems. Despite possessing the ability to carry out such attacks, the 
Bush administration cancelled the plan because the effects would not 
be contained to Iraq. Instead, it would also have a negative effect on the 
networks of friends and allies across the region and in Europe.55
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Uncertain effects of cyber weapons, coupled with the availability of defences 
and the need for secrecy and surprise reduce their ability to serve as a strategic 
deterrent in their own right. Available defences and the potential for network 
evolution to mitigate the effects of an attack given early warning requires 
cyber attackers to rely on the surprise for much of their effectiveness. To 
achieve surprise, secrecy is required. Credible threats regarding specific 
means of attack or targets invite the vulnerable state to take protective 
actions that could blunt the threat’s deterrent value. Even if cyber weapons 
have the potential to cause unacceptable damage against an adversary, these 
are not able to offer states a credible, consistent, and ‘assured’ capability to do 
that. This deficiency significantly undermines their suitability as a deterrent 
tool. Instead, they are more likely to support intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance mission or be used as a first strike weapon, preemptively, or force 
multipliers.

Private Companies in Cyber Bazar

Private cyber security contractors are present all over the world. Kaspersky 
Lab, one of the world’s leading cyber security firms, uncovered an 
extraordinarily sophisticated hacking operation hitting South Korea and 
Japan targets. It warned that “In the future, we predict the number of small, 
focused . . . to-hire groups to grow, specialising in hit-and-run operations, 
a kind of ‘cyber mercenaries’ of the modern world.” Former director of the 
CIA and the NSA under President George W. Bush General Michael 
Hayden,  stated that, “We may come to a point where defense is more 
actively and aggressively defined even for the private sector and what is 
permitted there is something that we would never let the private sector do 
in physical space . . . Let me really throw a bumper sticker for you: how 
about a digital Blackwater?56”  

The U.S. is not alone in this configuration. France, Israel and the U.K. 
also rely predominantly on private contractors. In these countries, political 
systems, legal traditions and history distinguish strongly between the 
public and private spheres. The states have been under pressure to privatise 
and outsource its functions to save costs. The private companies offer a 
broad range of services. Although the contracts and services provided by 
the contractors for security agencies are usually classified, company and 
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employee websites offer some clues.

U.S. based companies are becoming increasingly sophisticated and 
widespread providers of cyber security products and services. Many 
countries are investing in home-grown cyber security markets. Several of 
these companies are pretty capable like, F-Secure of Finland, Kaspersky 
Lab of Russia and Check Point Software Technologies of Israel. 

A single company might support an OCO launched by the U.S., while 
simultaneously providing defensive support to countries, including the 
target country.  The consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton is known to 
support the NSA of U.S.  and provide cyber security services to countries 
in the Middle East. This scenario raises interesting questions about 
the choices that companies may be required to make as they consider 
involvement both with the U.S. government and with governments 
abroad.57

Big Guns. Private companies, including well-known defence contractors 
such as Lockheed Martin in the United States, BAE Systems in the U.K. 
or Airbus in Europe, have expanded their activities to cyber security. 
Countries like China do take note of this development. Northrop 
Grumman states on its website that its staff is “developing systems and 
solutions to meet the ever evolving threat and providing full-spectrum 
cyber operations for our customers, worldwide.”58 

Li Zheng, assistant president of the China Institute for Contemporary 
International Relations, a think tank affiliated with the Ministry of State 
Security, stated, “China is aware that the United States and other Western 
countries are actively using defence contractors such as Lockheed 
Martin, Boeing, Northrop Grumman, and Raytheon for cyber weapon 
development and deployment. . . The Financial Times recently said that 
these groups of companies had formed a ‘cyber security military-industrial 
complex’ to ‘sell software to the U.S. government that can break into and 
degrade or destroy an enemy’s computer network, as well as programmes 
aimed at blocking such attacks.”59

Small but Important Players. Many innovative smaller firms have also 
sprung up. Examples of some of them are given below:-
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ManTech of the United States.  The company openly advertised 
“Computer Network Operations” among its capabilities, saying, 
“We carry out incident response, analysis and investigations, 
and provide information assurance and full-spectrum CNO 
information operations. These operations include cyber forensics 
and exploitation, SIGINT and cyber operations support.” 60  

NICE of Israel. NICE Systems provides globally wide-ranging, 
state-of-the-art solutions fo r intelligence agencies, law-enforcement 
organisations, enterprises, public services and others involved 
in defence and security fields. NICE security solutions include 
products and solutions for Interception & Intelligence, covering 
telecom intelligence processes from monitoring, to processing, 
analysis and distribution of telecommunication interactions as 
well as incident information management solutions, capturing, 
managing and analyzing information for incident reconstruction, 
greater insight and improved response61.

Sourgum of Israel. On July 15, 2021, the Microsoft Threat 
Intelligence Center (MSTIC) stated that Microsoft has been 
quietly tackling the threat posed to Windows operating systems by 
the organisation, called a “private-sector offensive actor” (PSOA). A 
tip provided by human rights outfit Citizen Lab  led Microsoft 
to the PSOA, known as Sourgum.62 This company is said to sell 
cyber weapons including the ‘DevilsTongue’ malware.  Microsoft 
says, “The weapons disabled were being used in precision attacks 
targeting more than 100 victims around the world including 
politicians, human rights activists, journalists, academics, embassy 
workers, and political dissidents.” Approximately half of the 
DevilsTongue victims are located in Palestine.  However, a handful 
has also been traced back to countries including Israel, Iran, Spain/
Catalonia, and the U.K. According to the Citizen Lab, Sourgum is 
based in Israel  and counts government agencies across the globe 
among its customers. 63,64 

Hacking Team of Italy.  Italy became notorious probably when 
it  hacked itself and saw its proprietary data spilled all over the 
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internet. Media reports revealed that Hacking Team was selling its 
offensive tools not only to law enforcement and security agencies 
in Europe and North America but also to countries worldwide.65 
Hacking Team develops products that allow remote access to a 
person’s devices to monitor emails, calls, keystrokes, and location. 
The company’s chief communications executive, Eric Rabe, has 
repeatedly stated that the company sells exclusively to government 
law enforcement or security services. The company is selling its 
products to the U.S. military, the company has sold them to the FBI 
and marketed them to hundreds of local police departments. 66,67   
Other clients include the Royal Police in Thailand and the Turkish 
National Police and government agencies in Mexico, Singapore, 
South Korea and several European countries.68

ReVuln of Malta.  It is a small company run by two Italian security 
researchers on the Mediterranean island of Malta. As per The New 
York Times, ReVuln sells zero-day vulnerabilities for industrial 
control systems, like those used in and power plants, water treatment 
facilities, oil and gas pipelines, “to countries that want to break into 
the computer systems of foreign adversaries.”  69   

Immunity Service of U.S. Headquartered in Miami, Florida, 
it lists penetration testing as its “premier consulting option.”70 
Founded in 2002, the “one hundred per cent American-owned 
business” offers its services to Fortune and Global 500 companies 
and “serves government departments from all over the world.” It 
prides itself as concentrating “on purely offensive techniques,” such 
as “developing new penetration technologies including exploits, 
implants, and evasion techniques. Immunity’s product line remains 
focused on attack and penetration. Immunity delivers consulting 
services including penetration testing, vulnerability management, 
and Immunity’s experts provide regular training classes.”71  

The growing demand for cyber capabilities for surveillace and coerce 
rivals has created entirely new types of businesses and marketplaces 
for state and non-state actors. Former cyber operators from multiple 
countries can sell their skills to the highest bidder. Left unchecked, 
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these actors could turn the connectivity our world relies on into a 
chaotic, fragmented space where states, businesses, and individuals 
lose trust and confidence in formal institutions.

Other Players

Cyber Militia72. The example of a formalised, hierarchical group that is 
not a private company, the Estonian Defense League’s cyber unit, is being 
talked about as a possible model for middle-level powers.  The Estonian 
government set it up after the 2007 DDoS attack by the Russians.  The unit 
describes itself as “a voluntary organisation aimed at protecting Estonian 
cyberspace.”73 It is part of the Estonian Defense League. It counts some 
15,000 members today, twice the size of the regular Estonian Defense 
Forces in peacetime.74 The Estonian Defense League’s function follows 
the classic definition of a militia: “[a] military force that is raised from 
the civil population to supplement a regular army in an emergency.”75  
According to Estonia’s Minister of Defense, Jaak Aaviksoo, the league’s 
cyber unit “brings together specialists in cyber defence who work in the 
private sector as well as in different government agencies” and would 
function under a unified military command in wartime.76    

False Flag Attacks. Herein, actors try to cover up their own actions by 
pretending to be another actor. These false flag operations are an additional 
challenge. The Russian cyber-espionage unit Turla hijacked the hacking 
infrastructure of Iranian group Oilrig. Turla used it to launch attacks 
in over thirty-five countries while masquerading as Iran. Russia has 
carried out ‘false flag’ operations like this in the past. Last year, U.S. 
intelligence uncovered Russian hackers’ use of code associated with 
Lazarus Group, a North Korean threat actor.77 ‘Guccifer 2.0’, a hacker, 
acted as if to be Romanian. It claimed credit for the hack of the Democratic 
National Committee(DNC) in 2016. Later, Guccifer 2.0 came to be 
known for its poor attempt to cover up the direct involvement of Russian 
military intelligence (General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate or 
GRU). When the French television station TV5 was hit with destructive 
malware, a group calling itself the ‘Cyber Caliphate’ pretending to be 
supporters of the Islamic State, initially claimed credit. In another case, 
the ‘Yemen Cyber Army’ came out of nowhere in the Middle East and 

https://www.cfr.org/interactive/cyber-operations/turla
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started defacing websites and hacking systems of the Saudi government 
and posting the data online. Experts disagree about the identity of the 
hackers, whether they are from Iran or Russia. But they are clear that the 
members of the Yemen Cyber Army are not from Yemen.78 

Ultimately, proxies are here to stay. They are the pawns in the greater 
strategic chess game. Cyber proxies are simply the newest kids on the 
block

Conclusion

Cyber attacks by nation-states and supported by independent actors 
are becoming common. Cyber weapons are posing serious challenges 
for the public and private sectors alike. Key issues include attribution of 
cyber actions, unpredictability, potential for collateral damage, dual-use 
nature of cyber weapons and use of cyber weapons as force-multiplier 
for conventional military operations. Cyber capabilities present unique 
opportunities to produce a wide range of effects.

Elements that make cyber war attractive are:- 79

•	 Entry costs are low. With a computer and Internet access, anyone 
can engage in cyberwarfare. 

•	 Cyber operation is cheaper since it does not require large numbers 
of troops and weapons. 

•	 Tools for attack are cheap and openly available on the Internet. 

•	 Cyber operation is easy to deliver by stealth via global connectivity 
from anywhere. 

•	 The proliferation of tools happens without any control. 

•	 There are no effective technological, financial or legal hurdles to 
overcome against that proliferation. 

•	 Cyber space offers the attacker anonymity.  Attackers can act with 
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almost complete anonymity and relative impunity, at least in the 
short term. 

•	 There is an advantage for the attacker who can profit from the 
latest and newest innovations. 

•	 Cyber space gives unequal power to small and relatively 
insignificant actors operating behind false IP addresses, foreign 
servers and aliases. 

•	 Cyber operation leads to the ability to disrupt the adversary rather 
than destroy his forces.

•	 Blurred traditional boundaries. 

•	 Cyber operation enables actors to achieve political and strategic 
goals without the need for armed conflict. 

•	 Cyber operation skips the battlefield. Systems that people rely 
upon, from banks, electric power grid, to air defence radars, all 
can be quickly taken over or knocked out without defeating a 
country’s traditional defences.  

•	 Cyber operation happens at the speed of light. It creates more 
risks for decision-makers, especially in a crisis.  

•	 Potential victim of attack has to invest considerable resources to 
neutralising the threat.

•	 Vulnerabilities of countries dependent on complex, inter-
connected and networked information systems increase over time, 
thus providing adversaries with a target rich environment.

We are beginning to see cyber capability being integrated with conventional 
warfare. Cyber attacks against critical infrastructures preceded Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine and Georgia. Future warfare will be integrated kinetic 
and cyber warfare. Capabilities of kinetic and cyber weapons are distinct 
but complementary. When applied in combination it can have a force 
multiplication effect. U.S. Joint Publication Cyber Space Operations ( JP 
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3-12) of June 2018 states that “cyberspace attack capabilities, although 
they can be used in a stand-alone context, are generally most effective when 
integrated with other fires.” The military is beginning to learn how, where 
and when to use cyber weapons. That knowledge will then allow leaders 
to determine if these domains could be leveraged in a complementary 
manner.

Cyber warfare is prone to have real physical consequences. There is no 
strategic reason why an attacker would limit himself to only one class of 
weaponry. Future wars and the conflicts that precede them will involve 
a mixture of kinetic weapons with cyber weaponry acting as a disrupter 
or force-multiplier. Many open questions remain about the integration 
of kinetic and cyber weapon. As leaders gain experience and expertise 
with  cyber weapons, integrated kinetic and cyber weapon options will be 
strengthened. In the modern battlefield, cyber forces will be integrated 
into an overall battle strategy as part of a combined arms campaign. 
In combination, cyber weapons will be used individually and blended 
simultaneously with conventional kinetic weapons as force multipliers. 

It must be remembered that cyber weapons are often ineffective. For both 
attacker and defender, it is difficult to predict. Cyber weapons often achieve 
things other than their intended purpose. Deception provides abilities to 
defenders to reroute or mitigate incoming threats. Attackers may not be 
able to comprehend this. Strategic calculation for attackers thus becomes 
considerably more complex.  Over-reliance by strategists and scholars on 
such imprecise terminology has significant risks for misinterpretation and 
premature prescription. 

Cyber weapons may not produce the physical destruction and loss of life 
traditionally linked to kinetic weapons.  Nevertheless, they have significant 
impacts. In 2018 U.S. Cyber Command acknowledged this strategic 
significance of below-the-threshold engagements in cyber space required 
to compete successfully.
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